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President’s Report
Welcome to all Casey U3A members, old and new, to the first edition of our “reintroduced”
Newsletter. We hope to be able to bring you a newsletter four times each year. To make that
happen we need input from you. We need articles about your classes; articles about you – why
are you a member – what do you get out of your class or membership? Tell us about your life and
interests. Send us your photos and tell us your jokes. Have you got any ideas or suggestions for
new courses? Don’t just rely on your Tutors to post articles.
Jean Farrell has kindly taken on the role of Newsletter Editor and articles for inclusion should be
sent to her at jeankfarrell@hotmail.com, or put your contribution in Post Box 180 at Fiddlers
Green.
In 2016 we amassed a lot of new members and ended the year with about 350. That included 20
ladies who dance in a line apparently. This year we are already at [320] members of which 60+
are all new members. You don’t need to be a mathematical genius to work out that nearly 100
members have not rejoined. Why is that? If you know please tell us.
We started this year with 37 individual classes in the program. After just two weeks 15 classes
were FULL and 8 of them had a waiting list. Unfortunately we have lost the Geology class due
to low enrolment numbers. (We may try this class again next year if there is enough demand).
All members need to remember to tell their tutor if they are unable to attend any class. This is
just a matter of courtesy really but remember all of our Tutors are volunteers and give their time
freely and willingly. It is our policy that if you do not attend a class for three consecutive weeks
you maybe un-enrolled from that class in favour of someone on the waiting list.
We have some ideas for courses in the future, for example does anyone want to learn how to
converse in French? How about Away Day Coach trips? What about learning to play Bridge?
We can have the ideas and do the planning but we need you to come and join in.
Some of our current classes need more members. Classes such as the Golden Time Playgroup.
This class is a Hoot! About 20 pre-school children turn up with their carers and they are joined
by 8 to 10 ladies from Fiddlers Green Lodge but, disappointingly, only 4 from Casey U3A.
What’s the matter don’t you like kids? There is enough to go round. We don’t expect you to eat a
whole one but just the interaction between oldies and young’uns is well worth while. We even
give you a cup of tea and a cake. What more could you want?

The Singing for Pleasure class is in dire need of a piano accompanist to assist our highly
accomplished leader David Urquhart-Jones.
On a serious note you should be aware that we are working closely with Cranbourne U3A and
The City of Casey Council. We have had several meetings and we constantly point out to them
our need for accommodation at a reasonable cost. You have all seen how fast this area is growing
and our venue needs will only increase. Peter Fleming and I have been invited to join the Ageing
Positively Program Volunteer Committee. A bit of a mouthful but we will be advising the
council with regard to events in the City of Casey including the Ageing Positively Festival in
October. Any ideas would be welcome.
We will keep you informed throughout the year by various means: - By emails (if we have your
email address). By announcements on our website casey.u3anet.org.au. In desperation we will
use AusPost. We are hopeful that soon we will have our own Facebook page. Wow! I know you
can hardly contain yourself with excitement but you’ll just have to be patient.
I look forward to seeing you around and there is no need to salute.

Colin Whitney.
President
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SOAPBOX IS BACK!!

WALKING GROUP

Wanted: Stories of the world, of
your life, and performances of any
kind.
We all love stories. Come and tell us
yours and listen to the fascinating
stories of others, why not contact
Peter on 0418557808 and have a go!
The Soap Box is on every fourth
Sunday of the month in the Craft
room, 2-3.30pm followed by a cuppa.
Everyone is invited, you don’t have to
enrol.
The first Soap Box for 2017 is a
rendition of some of “The Sentimental
Bloke”, CJ Dennis’s famous yarn and
some interesting stories of life in a
mountain top restaurant in Tasmania
from Rob Farrington.
Peter Fleming
Tutor

A photo of things which make our
walks interesting! Different
walking venues, different sights.
This photo is from our walk in
Berwick Springs.
Jean Farrell
Member

FOOD AS MEDICINE
Are you interested in the effects of the
food you eat on your health?
There are countless gurus out there who
will persuade you that too much of this is
bad for you and you are unwell because
you don’t have enough of that. But what is
the truth?
Who can you trust?
Well, the truth is that we don’t know
nearly as much as we should about these
issues [probably because the truth is not
very profitable, but the misinformation is
worth lots!]
So the “truth” changes over time as more
is discovered e.g. we are teeming with
millions of bacteria in our gut that are
essential to our digestion and probably to
other vital functions, including our brains!
So how do we decide who to trust? Our
friends, the TV cooking shows, shock
jocks, scientists or nobody?
This new course is designed to let you
know what science has discovered to
date, what is currently thought to be
reliable advice on the basis of present
evidence and what we are still not sure
about. It is presented by staff of the
Department of Nutrition and Dietetics at
Monash University and I undertook the
course last year and found it very
professional and well presented at a
suitable level for the general public [that’s
us!]
If you are interested you can enrol in the
course yourself [Google Food as
Medicine] or take it via U3A where you
can join in discussion about the issues
raised, or both!

The U3A course starts on Monday 20th
March at 10.45am in the Craftroom. Enrol
via the U3A website or through the
Membership Officer, Steve Shutt, if you
are not online.
This course is free either way.
Peter Fleming

APPRECIATION
Three Cheers and Hip Hooray to Ed
Price from all of the U3A Singers!
Ed, a special thank you to you for being
so generous in sharing your valued Time
and Talents with us through 2016.
Ending on a high note and performing to
an audience of 60 or more lovely people
was more than we envisaged. Our
Christmas party too was a lot of fun.
Our special thanks go out to you Marion
Watson, Margaret Haywood, Lorraine
Ludekens and Margaret Rogan, for freely
sharing your valued time and talents with
us as well.
It is Volunteering of this nature that
makes the world go smoothly around.
Sharing the load in a ‘giving’ manner,
certainly makes Life’s journey a happy
one.
Wishing everyone at U3A a happy 2017
that is filled with contentment.
Gillian Ford.

It was fun with lots of ' banter'
between friends.

麻將

MAHJONG

If you want to share an afternoon
with friends playing the exciting
game of Mahjong, then Friday at
Fiddlers Green is just what you
need.
I wanted to learn how to play the
game completely from scratch.
When I arrived for my first session
rather nervously I was greeted very
warmly by Gloria Davison who
immediately put me at my ease. She
suggested I play with a table of
ladies who already are proficient
players. Mary was one such person.
Such a lovely smile and with
patience she encouraged me to
play, helping were she felt it might
be useful. By the end of the first
session we had played 3 games.

I certainly couldn't wait for next
Friday to come. We are a mixed
group of men and women from all
walks of life with a common aim to
learn the rules of the ancient game
of Mahjong. All the equipment is
provided and in a comfortable
setting we are able to play for two
hours without any interruptions.
I would strongly recommend this
game to anyone. It really does shake
up the grey matter. By the end of
the first session you will be able to
call a Pong, Kong or a Chow, before
you go Fishing.
Denise Simpson
Member

A beautiful article from one of our Tutors
Beware the long, loving relationship trap
It was our first day at University when we met and 63 years later, after a long love affair, 4 lovely
children, 11 grand children and a growing number of great grandchildren, it all came to an end. Colon
cancer ended the dream and the departure of my dearly beloved wife left a huge hole in my life. In the
years since, I have come to realise that a long, loving relationship is one of the greatest gifts you can
receive, but beware - it can also be a trap.
Why?
Simply put, we all need deep and significant relationships to sustain us in the turbulent journey of life,
but when this succour comes only from our closest and dearest, we become vulnerable. When that bond
is broken, by death, divorce, mental issues or dementia we can suddenly find ourselves really lonely,
perhaps for the first time in our lives. This is the trap we could fall into. For with no other significant
relationships in our life the loss of a partner can be devastating. It appears to hit men particularly hard.
This may be because their main areas of such other significant relationships have been through work and
or sport. In these circumstances they may then find themselves at increased risk of falling into the trap
when they retire. Women too, can experience this loss for similar reasons, although they tend to have
developed deeper attachments with their family over the years and to have a greater number of
community connections. What can we do to protect ourselves from this potential trap?
Firstly by ensuring that, either individually or as a couple, we intentionally set out to establish and
maintain comfortable, happy relationships with some genuine friends -people we enjoy being with. In
addition we seek to maintain deep and meaningful relationships with any children and grandchildren
along with other extended family members, some of whom may live far away, which can make it more
challenging but not impossible.
Secondly, once retired, we can make a point of joining a club or community group. There are a variety of
options to suit our particular interests, such as a Sports Club, Probus, Mens Shed, Church, Senior Citizens
or U3A [University of the Third Age]. When the time feels right we have the option of increasing our level
of involvement in a particular organisation as a means of assisting us through the dark period of grieving
the loss of a loved one. Personally, I was fortunate to have already become involved in
U3A when my wife died. I have found this organisation to be wonderful for retired people, as it provides
an opportunity to build meaningful relationships, to experience Intellectual challenges and opportunities
to invest into the lives of others. My involvement has increased in recent years and I receive a great deal
of enjoyment and satisfaction from running 5 courses in my local U3A. This involvement has proven a
lifesaver for me and others have shared with me that it has also been the same for them.
Thirdly, commit to some form of philanthropy. Giving of our time, money, energy and effort towards
meeting the needs of others can be a powerful balm for the pain of loss when that time arrives, which it
invariably does. Since writing this, I have watched “Man Up” on the ABC in which the high suicide rates
among our veterans was discussed. I remember a similar program on US veterans which noted the stark
contrast between the viscerally close companionships developed in the battlefield with the superficial
ones offered on their return to civilian life. Somewhat similar, but much more deadly. If this sounds
plausible to you, what safeguards can you begin putting into place to prevent it happening to you in the
near or distant future? In addition you could pass this message on to those you care about, who may not
be aware of this potential trap.
Peter Fleming.

The Countries of Africa

"The Countries of Africa" is a new course in 2017. We meet on the 1st and 3rd Tuesdays of each
month, 12:00 - 1:30 pm, at Fiddler's Green. The group of 15 is lively and members are keen to
learn about Africa and share their knowledge and views.

So far we have had two “Introduction and Overview” sessions, in which we have discovered
(among other things) that:
* Africa has 55 countries (or 54 depending on who is counting) from Egypt to Gambia to
Mauritius to the two Congos to South Africa (of which group members were able to name about
35 – try it yourself!)
* There are still some European territories in and around Africa, including two Spanish enclaves
in Morocco (each enclosed by a 6m high fence to discourage refugees).
* Africa is second only to Asia in area and population, yet much poorer than any other continent.
* Algeria is the biggest country and Seychelles the smallest; Nigeria has the greatest population
(184m) and Seychelles the lowest (94,000).
* There is enormous diversity among Africa's countries, yet they all cooperate in the African
Union and the Regional Economic Communities.
Future sessions will focus on individual countries, covering topics such as history,
demographics, daily life, politics, culture, ...
In each session we also look at news from Africa: e.g. Adama Barrow, the new Gambian
president recently returned home after his reluctant predecessor was encouraged to leave by
regional forces.
Participants find out about prominent Africans: e.g. Wangari Maathai, Kenyan politician and
activist for women’s rights and community development who was awarded the 2004 Nobel
Peace Prize “for her contribution to sustainable development, democracy and peace”.
And we discuss African arts and literature: e.g. the Orange Prize winning novel Half of a Yellow
Sun, by Nigerian Chimamanda Adiche, which was made into a film in “Nollywood”, the world’s
second largest film industry (after Bollywood).
Several members of the group have volunteered to research a country and run a session. This
semester we will have sessions on Egypt, Morocco, Mali, Algeria, Nigeria, and Uganda (and
possibly some others). We have also arranged a guest speaker from South Sudan to tell us about
his life there and why and how he came to Australia.
While we started with North Africa, we hope to cover two or three countries from each region
(North, West, Central, East, and South) this year.
New enrolments are always welcome; contributions are encouraged but not essential.
Hu Schroor
Tutor

AN ORIENTATION SOCIAL AFTERNOON
SATURDAY MARCH 25TH AT 2.00PM
FIDDLERS GREEN AUDITORIUM.
A CHANCE FOR ALL NEW MEMBERS TO MEET AND CHAT
WITH TUTORS, COMMITTEE AND OTHER MEMBERS, TO
LEARN MORE ABOUT CASEY U3A & U3A IN GENERAL.
COME AND FIND OUT ABOUT OTHER CLASSES THAT YOU
MAY NOT HAVE THOUGHT ABOUT.
TEA, COFFEE AND REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED.

PLEASE CONFIRM YOUR ACCEPTANCE BY REPLYING TO: - COLIN
AT cdwjmw@gmail.com

Or phone/sms to 0437083536

A little touch of humor

Couple in their nineties are having problems remembering things. During a checkup, the doctor
tells them that they're physically okay, but they might want to start writing things down to help
them remember.
Later that night, while watching TV, the old man gets up from his chair. 'Want anything while
I'm in the kitchen?' he asks.
'Will you get me a bowl of ice cream?'
'Sure.'
'Don't you think you should write it down so you can remember it?' she asks.
'No, I can remember it.'
'Well, I'd like some strawberries on top, too. Maybe you should write it down, so's not to forget
it?'
He says, 'I can remember that. You want a bowl of ice cream with strawberries.'
'I'd also like whipped cream. I'm certain you'll forget that, write it down?' she asks.
Irritated, he says, 'I don't need to write it down, I can remember it! Ice cream with strawberries
and whipped cream - I got it, for goodness sake!'
Then he toddles into the kitchen. After about 20 minutes, the old man returns from the kitchen
and hands his wife a plate of bacon and eggs. She stares at the plate for a moment.
'Where's my toast?

As this is an inaugural newsletter it may be a bit short of articles. It would be great if tutors
and members were to make contributions. Doesn’t have to be long and wordy but just an
interesting thing that may have happened in class, or tell us about your class experiences.

Have been waiting a while now!!!

